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Liberation but not because I wanted
to "pervert" the young or because I
think being gay is wonderful.
Gay Liberation stated their
purpose to the Sena~e that the;y
sought understandmg of their
problem, and they do have a
problem. I don't know what causes
homosexuality and I am not
prepared to either defend or attack
it but I do understand that it is not
a 'happy existence. I ca~'t think of a
more discriminated agamst segment
of society.
If I were a homosexual I would
want to be understood; not laughed
at, assaulted, discriminated against,
or one of those many homosexuals
who attempts suicide. They just
want to be recognized as human
beings. If we can relinquish some of
our own hang-ups then we can offer
understanding and perhaps even
help.
Are we so insecure in our
heterosexual lives as to destroy those
who, for whatever reason, must live
another?
Kerry J_ Sulliv<m

took) carries an average of 1.3
De-Clutter UNM
passengers! Thus, buses are about a
To the Editor:
In a previous letter to the editor I factor of seven less polluting than
suggested that UNM pave all of its cars per passenger mile! True
streets and parking lots. The bicycles are best.
If such voluntary actions by
response to that suggestion was less'
faculty
and students don't begin on
than enthusiastic. Lois Kieffaber
campuses
all over the country, what
(Feb. 19 Lobo) did make a start in
hope is there to upgrade the quality
the right direction.
Today I would like to suggest of our environment anywhere?
Charles L. Hyder
something that comes much closer to
the fundamentals of pollution
The Other Half
problems all over our country: I
To the Editor:
Gay Liberation Money
suggest that the combined faculty
One man's tale is but half a tale, and student committees work out To the Editor:
goes an old saga saying that has a the details of an enforced ban of all·
As a student senator I would like
particular pertinence to ine now that cars, buses, jeeps and motorcycles to reply to the letter of Mr. and Ms.
I have just read the evaluation of from the UNM campus. Such a ban Overturf in the March 2 issue of The
sociology 101.
would de-clutter the campus, Lobo.
I should like to supply the other encourage greater use of bicycles, be
The ASUNM student government
half of the tale because I have a much safer, encourage use of buses works largely hidden from the
rather intimate knowledge of the in town (I do this now), and student body it represents and this is
lectures and some of the reading. I eliminate much of the noise, Detroit mostly due to 'the lack of
suggest the following:
iron and chemical pollutants from information published about it. In
"If one is sufficiently rested and our campus.
my opinion The Lobo article that
can manage to stay awake, can
Indeed, one bus pollutes more covered the Feb. 24 Senate meeting
overlook a small number of bad than one car, but each bus carries an was pitifully inadequate and
lectures and can convince himself average of 13.5 passengers and each incorrect in places. I voted in favor
that the medium is not always the car (in a 1500 car sample that I of allocating money to Gay
message and certainly assuming that
the screen neither flitters nor
'Good Luck With The Mission, Private, And Remember-Army
flutters- Tomasson provides a really
Undercover Intelligence Is Counting On You!'
fine set of lectures.
"They are well organized, and
relaxed, continually stimulating and
rather well paced for comfortable though not too comfortableviewing. All through there is a neat
blending of empirical observations
(what the vulgar call facts) with
theories. Traces of humor, too, are
to be found in a number of lectures.
As to the so.cial significance,
universal appeal and moral relevance
of the lectures, hardly enough can be
said. Though it might be p'ointed out
that Tomasson does not deal with
quite all the relevant topics and
problems of our day, the serious
student who gives his involvement to
this course cannot but become a
wiser and more intellectually
sensitive human being."
Or, something like that!
But more than that. I will listen.
So will theTA's who will be at every
lecture. They will answer any of
your questions on the lectures, and
they might even be prevailed upon to
wake you should you fall asleep.
Richard Tomasson
Reykjavik, Iceland
and not on the basis of an
for most it was unreadable, for the Further, any metaphorical
instructor's place on a numerical
explanation which might suggest a
rest, unintelligible.
scale.
The format for this fall's new approach to the course is to be
Of course such an eclectic
evaluation is similar to the kind avoided as counterproductive. For
approach can hardly be used for
which Eble describes in his survey education is not an ongoing process
determination of promotion and
pamphlet on the subject as "a of continual and unpredictable
tenure. For any good administrator
freewheeling course evaluation interactions between a teacher and
booklet compiled by free spirits student but rather an objective,
worth his academic life knows that
without benefit of professional unshapeable block of concrete best
all student evaluations (whether
advice or institutional support, often served by a continued vigilance over
simply numerical or otherwise) are
possessing the virtues of imagination, the maintenance of distance and
not objective and that his
appearance (otherwise known as
candor, wit and bite." '
information garnered from rumor,
After looking over the current laissez-faire or "hands off").
gossip or the opinions of an
figures on the subject of teaching, I
Our approach to evaluation was
instructor's colleagues have formed
was impressed by the obsession of all "vicious" in the sense that it was
about him while patting each other
concerned to "objectify" and uncompromising and "ridiculous" in
on the back over coffee, is the much
"quantify" good teaching, and the that it punctured more balloons than
more objective information, and
near religious conviction to "let the it sent up itself. We used third person
certainly the best available to make
computer decide." Students and student observers, who had a
any decisions concerning his teaching
faculty alike seemed to agree that familiarity with a department's
future.
dealing with the classroom instructors and its offerings to sit in
Such is the state of the "art" at
By ERNEST KILKER
experience was best done in machine on classes and synthesize the
UNM with a few bright exceptions.
Rather than bore you with a language; as if education was no objective and subjective information
For here it is still believed by certain
detailed historical overview of more than bits of information fed to derived from our questionnaire; the
members of the faculty that they
previously well- intentioned but a computer.
instructor's own 'impressions on the
have the right to refuse to submit to
generally innocuous attempts at
The faculty seemed to prefer the class and the reviewer's own
student evaulation; for everyone
evaluating teaching on this campus I clear cut death that numerical impressions.
knows the best educational
would prefer to deal solely with the extinction might offer, to the
This was then expressed in literary
atmosphere is an authoritarian one.
one released a year ago and the one I
uncertain fate they might suffer in terms which the reviewers felt best
So what if all will admit that more
am currently charged with human hands. Further, in their favor summarized the sense impressions of
than 15 minutes is wasted by
compiling.
was the fact that machines never get all involved. If an instructor spent
everyone in the course of a semester.
The 1969 fall evaluation's personal and never deal with the most of the semester "frantically
How dare students think they have a
principle distortion was that it found actual sense impressions which make looking for a wall to talk to"- we
right to waste 15 minutes examining
itself into more wastepaper baskets up the educational process. If a man said so. Or if he began each lecture
the "educational process." Of course
than any other single publication of explains the material badly, the by "grabbing the handles to that
it is perfectly all right for the
that year excepting the student machine finds a safe place for him whee !barrow of accumulated
instructor to waste a semester of a
newspaper. It was composed of an somewhere around the university knowledge" and finished it by
student's time, but uppity, rebellious
IBM printout listing instructors along meant for bad explanations.
"dumping the essential points at the
and downright ungrateful for
a one to five rating scale with the
And of course the machine will edge of the stage" we said so.
students to "waste" 15 minutes of
usual numerical distinctions (range, never go into the "how" of "how he
And if the instructor referred to
an instructor's well paid for time.
mode, mean) being present.
explains the material badly'' or "how exams "rather pompously as 'trials
You must excuse me if I have
Unfortunately, that evaluation he stumbles around the subject." of academic strength' ' ' - we
painted too bleak a picture, for I
seemed to have an inordinate ability Such information made public is reported that, too. For it is on this
have no objeetive rumor, gossip or
to level distinctions rather than make generally considered as detrimental kind of intelligible information that
coffee conversation on :which to go
on.
them. It's problems were two-fold: to a faculty member's career. students should make class choices
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SST Could Cause New Cases of Skin Cancer

'Jil-t). WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
physicist testified Tuesday there was
nothing kooky or nutty" about fears
that supersonic transport (SST)
planes might cause 10,000 new cases
of skin cancer each year in the
United States.
James E. McDonald of the
University of Arizona, a member of
the National Academy of Science's
panel on weather and climate, said a
500-plane fleet of SSTs would
definitely decrease ozone gas in the
upper atmosphere, which serves to
filter out the ultraviolet ray reaching
Earth.
These additional ultraviolet rays,
said McDonald, might be enough to
produce as many as "5000 to

government's SST program, said the
fear of increased skin cancer was not
grounded in scientific fact.
The testimony was before a House

10,000" new cases of skin cancer in
the United States.
This possibility, McDonald
testified, "is not kooky or nutty but
simply is physics and chemistry."
The scientific c·ommunity has
been concerned that fleets of SSTs
might decrease the amount of ozone
through the discharge of water vapor
in to the upper atmosphere. The
vapor, created by the combustion in
powerful jet engines, would
chemically breakdown the ozone,
some feared.
However, earlier witnesses,
including Transportation St>cretary
John A Volpe and Wi11i;<;0;1 M.
Magrude1·, director of the

transportation subcommittee, which
is holding hearings on the
administration's request for funds to
build two prototypes of the 1800mile - an - hour plane_ McDonald was
asked to testify hy committee
member Sidney Yates (D-Ill.) an SST
opponent, who said the threat of
skin cancer could be "the largest
single hazard" from the SST. Other
opponents have cited air and noise
pollution.
~
Rep. Henry S. Reuss (D-Wis.) a
long-time SST critic, said a study

conducted by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in July
concluded that the impact on the
SST on the upper atmosphere was a
matter of "genuine concern."
"As the MIT study makes clear,"
Reuss said, "we just don't know
what the impact of the SST will be
on the upper atmosphere and a great
deal of scientific work is needed
before we will know."
Magruder testified earlier Tuesday
that to stop the SST program now
would cost more than $1 billion that
has been spent so fa.r---$983 million
in federal funds, $79 million in
contractor costs and $60 million in
airline expenditures.
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Hart Bill Goes''~~RIAltitl+RSenate
Committee Sidesteps War Exemption Issue
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T wo American flags ornament
the hood of a tru"k parked on the
outskirts of the University parking
lots.

FPC Urges Student Cuts
To Ease Financial Woes
A resolution asking UNM President Ferrel Heady to find
ways of limiting or reducing UNM's enrollment was adopted
yesterday at a meeting of the Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC).
The resolution, adopted after a short debate, read "The
Faculty Policy Committee, concerned lest there by further
detPrioration in educational quality at UNM, asks that
President (Ferrel) Heady pursue without delay the task of
determining how enrollment might be limited or reduced to a
level compatible with our present financial and physical
capacity. The FPC considers this problem paramount because
no real solutions to other issues affecting this campus will be
found if we cannot intelligently control our own
population."
Heady first warned of possible enrollment limitations at
the February faculty meeting. He said UNM had to protect
itself from class-crowding population jumps such as the 15
percent increase last semester and the 17 percent increase this
semester.
The problem of overenrollment was examined early last
semester at a planning retreat of top UNM administrators. No
solutions were reached at that session, but a maximum
enrollment of 25,000 was projected for 1980.

A bill exempting New Mexicans from
Mexico loses on a per capita basis "more
fighting in an undeclared war was given a
than our share" in Vietnam. "We have to do
"no recommendation" yesterday by the
something to protect the boys of New
Senate Public Affairs Committee. The bill
Mexico."
will now be considered by the entire Senate.
Van Kyke said the Massachusetts' court
Senate Bill 330, introduced by Sen.
action which followed passage of the bill will
Emmett Hart (D-Quay) also orders the state
not affect New Mexico draftees, but a New
Attorney General to represent any resident
Mexico bill would protect state draftees.
who refuses to serve in an undeclared war.
Sen. Junio Lopez (R-San Miguel), another
No one came forward to oppose the bill.
co-sponsor, said the bill would "express for
The bill forces a decision from the federal
the people of New Mexico that they don't
courts as to whether or not the President has
want their sons to fight in a war undeclared
overstepped his constitutional boundaries by
or undecided."
sending troops into an undeclarE>d war, said
HE' said it also indicates to the President
John Van Dyke of the U.S. Com:!.itution. By
that New Mexicans understand his position
.allowing the President to send tr,~ops into an
(in Vietnam), but they want him to find
undeclared war, he said, they are abridging-· "the easiest, earliest" way to back out of the
their constitutional duties.
Asian war.
The bill "would oblige Congress to go
Several veterans of the war also testified.
through procedures to abide by the Jaw just
Rocko Merconi, a third year law student
like common citizens," said Van Dyke.
and an army officer, said, "morality is not
Sen. John Morrow (D-Union, Harding), a
really the issue" of the bill. The bill will
committee member, told Van Kyke "there
make sure "in the future that similar
are crosses all over Europe of boys who laid
mistakes (such as Vietnam) will not occur."
down their lives to make the United States
Robert Robertson, who lost a son in the
what it is. This legislation does not support
Vietnam war, said, "It is too late for my
the boys in Vietnam_ I think we should
boy, but it's not too late for other boys."
support the President until we have a better
After reading a letter from his dead son
answer."
which was sent while he served in Vietnam,
Hart said the bill is a duplicate of a bill
Robertson urged the committee to give bill
passed by the Massachusetts legislature.
330 a "do pass" recommendation.
He said his motivation in introducing the
Paul Phillips, president of the
bill was "The people of America have
Albuquerque Civil Liberties Union, said the
indicated dissent to the war," but the war
bill, if taken to court, would answer a
continues. "What does it take to bring this
"Constitutional question which has never
type of involvement (in Vietnam) to an end?
been answered- whether or not the
Perhaps this (bill) will help show the
President has the power to deploy troops in
President of the United States we have
overseas conflict."
examined our consciences" and want the
Marguerite Henning, an Albuquerque
war ended.
psychologist, said she has treated many
Hart said the bill might enable the
young men who use drugs. She said they are
President to withdraw from Vietnam.
driven to drug use from despair, and "the
Sen. Tony Lucero (D-Bern.), a co-sponsor
war is the main reason for their despair."
of the bill, said it is difficult for him to lose
C. A. Kennedy, a theologian, said he
constituents in a "conflict in violation of the
supported the bill because it could help stop
Constitution in the guise of police action."
the "moral erosion of the nation caused by
He said he supports the bill because New
the war."
'
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Senate Fails to Draw Quorum
The ASUNM Senate did not meet last night for lack of a
quorum. Only 14 Senators attended instead of the 15 needed
to make it official.
Among the business which was to be considered were bills
allocating funds to the ASUNM advertising fund, the
Committee on Statistics and Research, and the Veterans
Against the War. Also postponed were bills increasing the
President's veto power and an act placing a question
concerning the use of student funds for the athletic
departmeni; on the spring election ballot.
In addition six bills which would have been referred to
either the Finance or Steering committee were stranded an
additional week. They ranged from the al!ocation of funds
for lobbying in Santa Fe for passage of the Hart Bill (Senate
Bill 330) to $1130 to Las Chicanas.

Thursday, March 4, 1971

Photo by Chuck !•'oil

Desert Room

Tables in the Desert Room' in the Union stand ready for lunch
service. Preliminary figures presented to the Union Board indicate
this service may break even in its initial month of operation.

Class List Turned Over to FBI
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Chairman Is Appointed
For Speakers Committee

Public Records Act Requires General Access
EUGENE, Ore. (CPS)University of Oregon President
Robert Clark was required to turn
a class list over to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
under statutes of the state public
records act.
David Frohnmayer, special
assistant to the president, said the
list of names of students
registered in a fall term special
course, "Critical Spirit" were
turned over because "only where
specific statutory provisions are
made is a record not public.
Marshall Wattles, associate dean
of faculties, handed the list to FBI
agents around Dec. 22, the Daily
Emerald learned last week,
Both members of the "Critical

Spirit" class and the Emerald tried
to obtain a copy of the class list
from the University Registrar's
office, but were refused. Registrar
J. Spencer Carlson said Tuesday
the records were considered
privileged und!!r the University's
administrative manual.
The manual was also used by
the administration to justify
turning the records over to the
FBI, according to Frohnmayer,
because it is superseded by the
public records act. He referred to
a 1968 ruling by former Oregon
Attorney General Robert
Thornton, who stated then, "the
confidentiality of student records
at state·supported institutions of
higher learning, as asserted in the

WITH OUR HOT BUTTERED
HOMEMADE SWEET ROll
I<'rom the Broilier
I-IAMBURGER mayonnaise, tomato, jn'ckle & onion

.55

CHEESEBURGER same as above wjchedder cheese

.65

dbl. meal amel'ican cheese
relish sauce & onion . . . . . . . . . . .

.89

FIESTA BURGER chili, cheese & onion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

.65

FLAME BURGER hicfwry smolw sauce & onion . . . . . . . . .

.50

BoNANZA BURGER

F~OI'lTTXEFt.
'Fl.ES-r.A..~Fl..A..:r\1"-:p
Across from Johnson Gym
2400 Ct=!ntral AvP.. SF
7:30-5:30 266-0550

policies and guidelines of OSU
and the University, has not been
made the subject of legislative
exception."
The law states that any citizen
of the state has the right to
inspect "any public writing of this
state, except as otherwise
expressly provided by statute."
The list was released, Dean of
Faculties Harry Alpert said to a
meeting last Wednesday, because
the FBI agents said they had
"information that led them to
believe a member of the class had
information that would help in
the investigation of the bombing
of Johnson Hall."
Students asked, "If they knew
the student's name, why did they
need the class list?"
Wattles replied, "The agent told
me he had received information in
an anonymous phone call and
needed the class list for continued
investigation."
Students asked, "If they didn't
know the students' names, how
was the list going to facilitate the
investigation?"
Lost & Found
As so cia ted student's lawyer
Robert Ackerman stated, "We feel
Approximately 3 p.m. Feb. 23 the boy, about 3%- years- old
the administration just buckled
strolled into the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology at the University
under because of the FBI." He
of New Mexico.
said the administration should
"He came in, took off his coat and put it on the desk and then
have sought a , clarification of
wandered around and got a little culture," said Donna Fossum, a
university responsibilities in this
student working in the museum.
area through the courts or from
Clad in a multi-colored knit shirt and blue jeans the boy, who
the state attorney general before
called himself "Chuckie," stood for several minutes examining one
releasing the list.
exhibit in the museum and then would move to the next.
"He liked the jewelry and the house (a scale model of a pueblo
dwelling)," Miss Fossum added.
After about 45 minutes in the museum, not tired and not scared,
"Chuckle" was greeted by an excited mother.
"Josha, where have you been?" she said in a high quick voice.

Oakland Computer
Squeals on Thief
Stealing Data Time

OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)Oakland police said Tuesday a
computer had been robbed.
A computer expert has been
charged with a $25,000 theft over
the telephone of information
·from an Information Systems
Design Inc. computer.
The computer itself squealed
on the thievery by kicking out
data processing cards that
couldn't be accounted for. The
computer company makes its
money selling computer time and
customers must identify
themselves with a dialed code to
get access to the machine's brains.
Police said someone with a
technical knowledge of computers
can steal valuable time relative
easily just by knowing the code
number to dial.
Has your life become a great
silent scream? Come rap with us
at Agora, northwest corner of
Mesa Vista. 277-3013.

Experim,ental Coffeehouse
Opens in Union Tonight
UNM students bursting with
talent, or just wanting to be with
people who are, will have a place
to go. A free experimental
coffeehouse, will be open each
Thursday nighl beginning tonight.
The coffee house will be open
at 7:30 p.m., in the back lounge
of the Union on the first floor.
There will be plenty of free
coffee, and hopefully impromptu
performances from anyone who
wishes to participate. 'The
coffeehouse is being set up by .Juli
Ricksecker (a transfer student
from Pittsburgh), and Carl
Jackson, student activitil's
director.
"I really have a selfish motive "
said Ricksecker, "I helped run 'a
coffeehouse for about five years

m Popejoy HaU
CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

in Pittsburgh where everyone
spontaneously performl'd
whenever they felt like it. It was a
beautiful experience and I decided
it could happen here at UNM."
"I read an article in The Lobo
about Carl Jackson and decided
he might be able to help me get
things going. Carl thought it was a
good idea and together we got
Union Director Ron Baum, and
Mike Casey, chairman of the
program directorate, to appwve,"
she said.
"This agreement is on an
experimental basis so I hope
things work out. If there's enough
response then possibly a regular
coffeehouse, with professional
performers included, could be
established."
"Everyone is invited to get
together for guitar playing,
singing, poetry reading, or what
ever they wish to share with
others. Those who wish to observe
will be sharing also and are urgPd
to come."

Wagonwhecl Square
Dancing Club
The Wagonwheel Square
Dancing Club will meet March 4,
7 p.m. in Johnson Gym, room
184. Beginning lessons in square
dancing, contras and round are 25
cents an evening or $2 a semester.

SPECIAL ANOUNCEMENT

*BEAU*

BRITGBES
298·8280
2001 Eubank NE

The Largest
Selection of
Flares and
Bell Bottoms
In the State
.... }
-1
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THE GUYS Sll\Ct<S GIRLS LOVE :

In our programming, lVIarch is a heady month,
(no pun intended) and unless you are prepared for
a wilcl X.: fanciful flight into the bizarre limits of t.he
imagination, you won't enjoy Hadrian VII. Picture
a lowly, impecunious Cockney clerk with delusions
of granc~em:- For t~lost clerks, being manager is the
dream. flus partH:nlar derk, a religious fanatic,
sees himselF as Pontiff of the Ror~Ian Catholic
Church, spiritual leader of 400,000,000 souls and in
his dreams becomes Pope Hadrian VII, the first English Pope in GOO years. It's all based upon the true
!ifc story of a far-out, obscure nove Iist, Frederick
Roth, who took the lmhbliest literary trip sinee De
Quincy's Opium Eaters. This conwdy-mclodrama
is not for cvcryhody, but if you can still l>Oast of
rclcbral elasticity, plan to sec it Monday, March H,
at H: I 5 p.m.
Tickets arc available at $!3.50, 5.00, ·1.50, •1.00, and

:1.50.

Legal Aid
Legal aid is available to
students, staff and employes of
UNM. Those desiring legal counsel
and advice contact the clinical law
offices at the Law School, 1915
Rom!l N.E.

New Mexico Lobo.
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Panther Stickers Attract Cops
Study Group Receives 33 Citations in 17 Days

LOS ANGELES, Calif. (CPS)The new chairman of the Popejoy Hall Nathan Hare will A study on police harassment of
ASUNM Speakers Committee is present a lecture. Hare is the those who have Black Panther
graduate student Bob Wood the chairman of the Black Studies bumper stickers on their cars was
committee's third chah·man' this program at San Francisco State recently released by F .K.
year.
College. A reception at the Heussenstamm, Research
Wood, a TA for the English International Center is tentatively Associate at the UCLA Center for
department, was appointed by scheduled following the lecture. the Study of Evaluation in the
ASUNM President Eric Nelson to
School of Education.
0 n March 15 controversial
replace Don Lindsley who was
The study, undertaken in the
Supreme Court Justice William 0.
dismissed two weeks ago,
Summer
of 1969 while
Wood told The Lobo "we've Douglas will lecture in Popejoy Huessenstamm was affiliated with
had our problems this year. We Hall. Douglas was recently California State College at Los
have a good committee but questioned by a Congressional Angeles, involved five black, five
couldn't seem to get things investigating committee for his white and five Chicano students,
views in the book "On Dissent reflecting disparate dress and
together."
and
Civil Disobedience." A life-style, attitudes and driving
He added "one of the main
reception
will probably be held in different types of vehicles. The
problems this year was time
the
International
Center or the students were required to have
When Rick Ortega, the originai
new
Law
School
after
the lecture. had no traffic violations within
chairman, resigned we had .a
problem of getting committments
March 8 the committee will the previous year, drive carefully
with the speakers and publicity co-sponsor Bruce Thomas. and do nothing to attract the
arranged. Because of the lack of Thomas will present a program attention of the police.
publicity we didn't have the entitled "Operation Nevada" a
After their cars were certified
subscription service we had last discussion of a current Weifare as having no defective equipment,
year."
Bureau policy of cutting welfare the participants affixed day·glo,
Wood countered the charge payments without hearings to orange and black "Black Panther"
that the committee wasn't families in Utah, Nevada and New stickers to their bumpers and
bringing in speakers who interest Mexico. Thomas will speak at 8 drove their cars to and from work
the majority of students. "We p.m. in room 101 of the and school as they had before
tried to get away from the Anthropology building.
they became study drivers,
standard approach which is to
March 27 at Popejoy Rabbi Heussenstamm said.
present all well-known TV-type Elmer Burger will deliver a lecture
Within two hours one student
personalities. We tried to get a bout tht> Mid East situation. received a ticket for making an
people who would appeal directly Burger _is the author of many "incorrect lane change" on the
to UNM and its problems such as books in which he presents an freeway, and on the second day
ethnic studies."
'
five more tickets were received for
anti-Zionist viewpoint.
Wood said the committee is
violations including "following
April 5·6 Ted Becker will be on
considering conducting a survey
to dt>termine who students think campus to present a multi-media
Pedagogy Review
program dealing with U.S.
should be presented next year.
The
University linguistics and
For the remainder of the year aggression. Becker is a political language pedagogy prug'ral11 Will
the committee will sponsor or science professor at the University be reviewed March 4·6 by a
of Hawaii.
co-sponsor over nine speakers.
On April 26 the Barbwire committee of four scholars. The
0 n March 7 at 8 p.m. in
Theater will present a play "The committee was invited to UNM as
Cage." The tht>ater group is part of a program funded by the
Danforth Foundation to aid ·in
composed of ex-convicts and the evaluating
University programs.
play will present a view of prison
Visiting
scholars will be
life by those who have Jived it.
Tl1omas
A.
Sebeck, Indiana
The actors will also hold rap
University;
Mary
R. Haas,
sessions after the performance.
Columbia University and
In addition the committee will University of California at
One man's poison may be co-sponsor programs with Berkeley; Samuel J. Keyser,
Native·American Studies, Chicano Brandeis University; and Winifred
another man's meat.
S
L ud ies and the Students for P. Lehmann, University of Texas,
A survey initiated by the
Austin.
Albuquerque Environmental Environmental Action.
Health DPpartment (CEHD) and
the Keep New Mexico Beautiful
Committee (KNMBC) hopes to
indicatl' whetht'r business wastes
ean be salvaged as raw material for
other industrial USl'S.
The survey asks businesses to
indicate what type and size of
materials they burn, send to a
landfill or otherwise waste and
what is needed by other
businesses as a raw material.
The cross·check survey could
match waste products with
indus trial users of similar
materials. For example, "a large
lumber company may be
disposing materials suitable for a
smaller wood user," said a city
Information Office release.
Materials may be recycled in
the same manner that bottles were
recycled in a campaign here last
year sponsored by the KNMBC
and the R.C. Cola Co. The survey
will be financed through money
made during the bottle recycling
campaign.
Chairman of the KNMBC, Mary
Harrell said this kind of operation
could conserve natural resources,
eliminate salvage operations and
create jobs in Albuquerque,
Harrell added "such an exchange
could be a boom for hobbyists."
There's a great interest in
ecology in Albuquerque. We are
still hearing from people wanting
to know if they should save
glass."

Survey May Indicate
If Businesses Cauld
Use Waste Materials

too closely" and "failure to make
a proper signal before turning
right at an intersection."
A black student was forced to
drop out of the , study by the
fourth day because he had already
received three citations (in
California, four citations within a
12 month period precipitates
automatic examination of driving
records, with a year of probation
likely, or depending on the
seriousness of the offenses
suspension of the driver's licens~
for varying lengths of time). Three
others received three tickets
'

within the first W(•ek,
Heussenstamm said.
Altogether the students
received 33 citations within 17
days when the study was
discontinued because the $500
violation fund was exhausted
" ~ ccording to the st"udy,
drivers reported their personal
en counters with intercepting
officers ranged from affable and
'standard polite' to surly,
accompanied by search of the
vehicle." Five cars and drivers
(three blacks) were completely
rousted.
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What do we sell besides rings,
watches and diamonds? We sell
quality, knowledge and imagination.
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Country looks have
come to town ...

Shop

•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
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5 Easy Pieces---:.Award Caliber

At one time the Academy
Awards meant quite a bit- both
to the film industry and the movie
going public. Now George C.
Scott refuses to be considered for
an Oscar; and film buffs
everywhere are taken aback at the
nomination of "Airport" as best
picture,
Nonetheless, the Hollywood
film Establishment, which has a
big say in the nominations,
provides l;he r&w materi&lstrained and experienced actors,
sophisticated direction, skilled
b
photographers, and money- that
bring about the production of
t
some
of cinema's finest offerings.
'
"Five Easy Pieces" (playing at the
Lobo Theatre) is one of the best
to come out of all this in quite
some time and is clearly the best
this year.
Possibly this movie is so good
·because a respect for the audience
is evident. Director Robert
' Rafelson feels it isn't necessary to
hit you over the head to get you
to feel. Instead of being
bludgeoned into tension by brass
and drums or jerked into sadness
Jack Nicholson, who played the
with violins, we are aware of
lush lawyer in "Easy Rider," turns
in another outstanding silence. Silence, or rather the
. Easy Pieces
performance as an alienated oil absence of background music, is
rigger in "Five Easy Pieces." The certainly not something new to
cinema, but is used so well here
film has been nominated for four
Academy A wards, and is playing that the natural sounds of what is
happening create a feeling far
at the Lobo Theatre.
more permeating than any music
might.
'rhe movie slowly builds a
feeling about what the man Jack
Nicholson seems to be just
another hard hat, oil rigger - a
kitschy Kennedy in velvet hangs
on
the wall of his apartment, a
"THE PRISONER OF fearful, as if the propriety of the
thoroughly
unliberated woman
SEX,"-Norman Mailer (Harper's status quo definition of women is
pulls
off
his
boots
and brings him
Magazine, March, 1971). If unquestionable. But his questions,
another
beer
which
he drinks
Norman MaiiPr, the cultural and grudgingly, do come:
from
the
can,
bowling
and more
literary pulse of thP American
"The base of male conceit was
beer.
body politic, is faltering th<'n that men could live with truths
Subtly we begin to see
pl'rhaps there is yet hope for the too unsentimental for women to
Nicholson
as something else. He
lib('ration of women.
support (hence the male mind was
rails
at
a
friend
in the oil fields
Mailer, in his magazine·length gifted with superior muscles just
about
living
in
a
trailer, drinking
essay "The Prisoner of Sex" in the so much as the back); now women
beer
and
watching
TV and
March Harp<'r's, succeeds in doing were writing about men and about
thinking
it's
"the
good
life."
He
little save taking up themselves as Henry Miller had
seems
to
think
he
is
better
than
all
approximately 80 pages to tell us once written about women, which
that.
that Norman Mailer has very little is to say, with all the gusto of a
Soon, oil rigger Nicholson is
grasp on the complexities of veterinarian getting into the raising an appreciative eyebrow
women's liberation and has done glisten of the chancre in a show over a difficult piece of classical
his homework on the subject mare's dock. What a shock! The music. The musician turns out to
poorly.
prizewinner recognized all over be his sister. He must visit his
His readings in the subject again that he had much to learn family because his father is ill.
consist primarily of Millett's on many a familiar topic."
And here "Five Easy Pieces"
He retains, however, a clutching becomes singularly an American
"Sexual Politics," Masters and
Johnson Greer's "The Female unwillingness to give up the idea
Eunuch," and assorted items from of the mystic nature of women,
"Sisterhood is Powerful" and and the reasonable man, saying,
"he still felt lik<' something like
several newsheets.
That is, it reflects the media agreement with a balance which
surfaCt! of the women's liberation would offer men vision and
movement. He does not deal with women 'the power of the soul'."
Mailer, however, skirts the issue
the more subtle questions many
women are asking about their by sticking with his literature (is
traditional roles, society's view art life?) and his own calculatedly
and their own view of themselves. ingenous wit.
The most disappointed people,
He has neglected, or perhaps not
though,
must be Harper's editors.
cited, such comprehensive
non-rhetorical works as Simone de They dug up an author whose
name could sell a grocery list, a
Beauvoir's "The Second Sex."
A good portion of his essay is a title that would sell a laundry list
defense of his own work, D. H. and a subject good for a least a list
Lawrence's and Henry Miller's of wedding invitations. They
against the criticism leveled conceived a project of noble
against them in "Sexual Politics." amibtion, an analysis by a
This he carries off smoothly and comprehensive mind of a new way
of thinking. Mailer was incapable
expertly.
He falters, though, when or unwilling to attempt filling that
released from the safe boundaries ambition.
Casey Church
of literature. His step is almost

r,
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Outreach volunteer worker
Carlos Carillo points out wretched
condition of a welfare recipient's
home. Plumbing can be seen in
the background.

Dilapidated Housing

Family Home

Max Montoya, right, and his son Orlando stand beside their
home-a shack constructed of scrap wood, tar paper and tin. It is
home for Montoya, his wife and their six children in Albuquerque's
Southwest Valley.

Home, Sweet(?) Humble Home

Albuquerque's Southwest Valley Not Exactly Plush
(Editor's note: This is the first
of a two part series examining the
problems of being poor in
Albuquerque's South Valley.)
By DAVE PARKER
The tiny two room shack is
constructed of scrap wood, tar
paper and tin. It has no running
water of any kind and a wood
burning stove is used for both
heating and cooking. The address,
1700 Black Mesa Loop, is the
most attractive aspect of the
house.
This is home for Max Montoya,
his wife and their six
children-home for a welfare
recipient in Bernalillo County's
Southwest Valley.
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OKIE'S

lOc BEER
mry Tue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN
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Wretched housing,
contaminated water supplies, dirt
roads, high unemp~oyment, little
or no health serviCes, and few
recreational opportunities are the
facts of life for more than 30,000
people in the Southwest Valley.
Many residents of the
predominately Chicano area
stretching fron Central Ave. to
Los Padillas and from the Rio
Grande west, live in adobe or
wood housing which is
substandard and have wood
burning stoves for cooking and
heating. Their waters comes from
individual wells that at times are
located closer to their cesspools
than state l&w permits. The
resulting seepage turns tap water
brown. Lack of a central water
and sewage system and
overcrowding of small dwellings in
recent years are to blame for this
condition.
Unemployment
Estimates of unemployment in
the area are at least eight percent
and perhaps as high as one in ten
without jobs. Low educational
levels and few job opportunities in
the immediate area are partially to
blame.
Medical treatment for residents
of the Southwest Valley is
available-at BCMC-a 20 mile trip

~--

kopy korner

SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406

fiigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to BY.z" x 11':
Computer printouts, engineering drawjngs, accounting worksheets, organization
,arfs, oversized periodicals ond boob.•

for some people in the area, and
in emergencies ambulance
companies have been known to
insist on proof of payment before
consenting to transfer a patient to
the hospital.
The grassy parks and basketball
courts of the Northeast Heights
are unknown in the Southwest
Valley and children play along
unfenced irrigation ditches or in
the dirt streets.
Landlords
"My water is so bad it's
brown," said Ms. Petra Saiz, 1230
Arena! SW. "My children and my
husband got sick from drinking it
so I called the environmental
health inspector. He came and
took a look and the next day our
landlord told us to move out-we
were making trouble for her."
The Saiz cesspool and water
well are so close together that the
waters mix and contaminate the
drinking water.
Carlos Sedillo, a volunteer
Outreach worker, pointed out
several examples of the generally
poor housing in the Los Padillas
area, including the Montoya
household. Carillo works out of
the Los Padillas Economic
Opportunity Board (EOB)
satellite center as an Outreach
worker--residents of the area who
help communication between
agency workers and area residents.
Housing
"Housing is much better in this
area than it used to be," Carillo
said; a difficult statement to
believe after seeing the Montoya
house.
"It's very discouraging that we

have to tolerate these conditions,"
said Larry Lopez, EOB team
leader for the South Valley area.
"It's no better than it was five
years ago. We're trying to h<'lp
these people, but the human being
has to cater to the system the way
it's being run."
He cited a case in which the
food stamp program refused to
grant the coupons to an elderly
lady unless she moved out of her
daughter's home.
"She either had to live by
herself and gPt stamps or live with
her daughter and not get them."
Lopez mirrored the view of
area residents regarding poor
housing, transportation, water,
roads and recreation, and blamed
many conditions on a policy of
neglect from tht• county, city and
state.
Loan Sharks
"We're isolated down here and
everyone tends to forget about
us," he said. "The 'experts' come
in and take over local problems;
the residents with jobs work
outside the area; loan sharks get
the people if they need money for
professional help; and the county
raises property taxes wlten people
improve their houses."
"There are seven Civil Defense
warning installations in the
Heights and only one in the
Southwest Valley," Lopez
pointed out. "They monitor air
pollution down here, but not in
the Heights."
There are no parks in the
Southwest Valley Lopez reported,

Soviet Gazette Pans Segal's Opus
MOSCOW (UPI)- A Soviet
newspaper Wednesday denounced
Erich Segal's novel, "Love Story ,"
as an old lady's dream of better
days" devoid of real human
feelings and divorced from real
American student attitudes.
''Americans are reading and
weeping," Literaturnaya Gazeta
(Literary Gazette) said. "That is a
very unusual phenomenon, since
reading is not the favorite
pasttime of the average American
as compared with watching TV
((
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Vaduz, Liechtenstein
(UPI)-The all-male electorate of
this tiny alpine principality
Sunday rejected a "women's
liberation" amendment that
would have granted females the
right to vote. It thus remains the
only European nation without
women's suffrage.
Election officials said the final
vote count was 1897 to 1817, a
plurality of 80 votes against the
amendment.
About 4000 men voted
nationwide on the constitutional
amendment which would have
permitted women to vote in
national elections and hold one of
the 15 seats in Parliament.

Special Education
UNM will receive $100,022 from
the U.S. Office of Education
to continue its Special Study in
Upgrading Special Education in
Regular Classes for a second year.
Funds will be used to train 30
teachers and 10 administrators in
methods of teaching handicapped
children in regular classrooms.
Application forms are available
from Ben Brooks at the College of
Education and must be mailed
before Aprill5.

Popejoy

CUSTOM STEREO
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SHERWOOD • DYNACO
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SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE
WATTS RECORD CLEANERS
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"WE SUGGEST YOU SHOP, THEN
COMPARE OUR PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE, SERVICE POLICY, AND
PRICING BEfORE YOU BUY"

Complete COMPONENT
Systems-$215 up
By Appointment
After 6:00 & Week-Ends
Phone: 265·5105
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WANT CONTRACEPTIVES
PRIVATELY?

I

OPEN

Females Denied Suffrage

bad if I stay," and he begins to
cry.
This soul-wrenching scene was
not written wiLh the tears.
Nicholson got into the part so far
he cded naturally. The director
wan ted to reshoot. the scene,
saying it would not happen that
way. Nicholson insisted H could
because it did - the tears stayed
and it reads trm•. For this alone
Nicholson deserves the Oscar for
"Best Actor,"
Another scene which many
men can identify as true to life is
the utter, futile rage Nicholson
feels when faced withy a trip horne
and pressured by a sincere, but
none too bright girlfriend to come
along. He batt.:rs his hands against
an unfeeling car, while shouting
words that help only as an
expression of his torment.
Yes, "Fi vc Easy Pieces" is
another film about alienationbut it certainly is not ju&t another
film. After seeing it three times I
am convinced the Academy will
have made a great mistake and
further jeopardized its
creditability if it fails to give this
movie all four of the Oscars it has
been nominated for.
Stephen Part

in

We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and
we offer you contraceptives through the. privacy of the mai Is. We
specialize in men's products (including two exclusive new European imports)-but we have nonprescription foam for women, too.
And a wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your
questions on birth control, family planning, the population prob·
lem and ecology.
lnterested1 For 25¢ we'll send you our illustrated brochure. and
price list. Better yet, send $4, and we'll sh1p you, poswa1d, a
deluxe sample package includmg our brochure, price list, and
three each of five different condom brands. And we'll cheerfully
refund your money if you're not delighted. Why walt?

Sandwich Shop
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While dots on Red
Polyester (Cotton,
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and making money."
It said Segal's student heroes
"know nothing of the life every
American student knows: war,
police reprisals, racial
problems... "
"In a time of economic, moral
and political crisis, Erich Segal
offers to Americans a book as
primitive as an election slogan and
as romantic as an old lady's dream
of better days," the review said.
The book has not been
published in the Soviet Union.

u

.\
More Bounce
To the Ounce.

and the swimming pool in Adobe
Acres, the only one available for
area residents, is described as a
"rain puddle."
Steve Gonzales, EOB
Community Developer, told of
difficulties encountered by the
Chicano children of the area when
they come to school.
Schools
"Bi-lingualism is a major
stumbling block to these children
because they have been raised
speaking Spanish and arc taughL in
English. The special education
programs that are supposed to
cure this problem have a poor or
non-existent curriculum and our
area college enrollment is very
low," Gonzales said.
He added, however, that
parents from the area are
becoming more willing to
confront the school
administration on issues and are
demanding improvements.
The Southwest Valley is a high
crime area and its maze of poorly
lighted winding dirt roads make it
difficult for the Bernalillo County
Sheriffs Department to patrol.
"I'm afraid to leave my
children at home with a baby
sitter," Mrs. Saiz said.
Residents of the Armijo area
told of the poor relations between
police and people from the
valley-especially the young.
(Tomorrow-the Community
Action Association's attempts to
solve the problems and the
County Managers view of the
area.)

film and an American
phenomenom. The mobility of
the car brings Nicholson from
Texas oil fields to L.A. recording
studios, up the WE>st Coast and
across "middle Americans." We
find him driving from Tammie
Wynette's country music to
Chopin, from beer in a can to
wine out of Cl.lt crystal.
In many ways this film is a
"man's movie." I say this because
I believe most men have
experienced the conversation
Nicholson has with his father- or
have had it at least in their minds.
Conversely I cannot imagine a
daughter going through thisthough I'm not saying a liberated
female cannot understand the
emotion involved .
Nicholson speaks with his
stroke-muted father, "I try
imagining your half of the
conversation. But I know if you
could talk we wouldn't be
talking." He says he is trying to
get away from the "auspicious
beginnings,""fromthingsthatget

j
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Championships N e.xt
For Swimmers, Wrestlers
Swimming

CAMPUS BRIEF§

a host of record breaking
swimmers including All-American
Steve Craven, the defending WAC
champ in the 100 and 200 yard
butterfly. Cl·aven set conference
records in both events last season,
swimming a 51.55 in the 100 and
a 1:54.42 in the 200. Craven has
managed only a 1:57.6 in the 200
this season.
In addition to th~ 100 and 200
yard butterflies Craven will swim
the 500 yard freestyle, the 400
medley relay, and the 800 yard
freestyle relay. Craven set a school
record in the ·500 freestyle this
season with a clocking of 4:59.7.
Also entered in the 500
freestyle will be sophomore Rick
Klatt (5:00.7) and Kevin Neilson
(5:08.8). Klatt will also swim the
100 and 200 freestyles, the 800
free relay, and the 400 freestyle
relay, while Neilson will enter the
1650 freestyle and the 400
individual medley.
Klatt holds the UNM school
record in the 200 yard freestyle
with a clocking of 1:45.2 and has
swam a 1 :46.2 this season. His
best time in the 100 this season is
48.6.
Freshman Mark Combs is
another of the top Lobo
swimmers and holds the school
record in the 200 IM along with
Craven at 2:02.3. Combs will also
be entered in the 400 IM and
possibly the 400 and 800 freestyle
relays along with the 400 yard
medley relay.
Another record setting
swimmer is freshman George
Anderson from Westminster,
Colo. who will be entered in the
200 yard backstroke, the 200 IM,
and 400 medley relay. Anderson
swam a 2:02.7 in the 200
backstroke this season to set a
school record in that event. Bob
Co a c h R us t y Mitch e II' s
Ducharme will dive for the Lobos, undefeated
Lobo gymnastics team
closes out its home schedule
Wrestling
The UNM wrestling team heads Saturday night when they meet
for Laramie, Wyoming this the University of Arizona in
weekend for the WAC finals Johnson Gym. The meet will get
underway at 7:30 p.m.
running Friday and Saturday.
The meet features the final
Head Coach Ron Jacobsen's
squad finished 6-6 in dual performance for three seniors
competition this season after before their hometown fans;
absorbing a 33·5 beating at the Stormy Eaton, Jim Royce and Bill
hands of Brigham Young here last Parise.
The meet also is the last chance
weekend in UNM's season finall'.
Slated to start for UNM in the for Albuquerque to sec the team
118-po und division is Mike that seems to have the WAC
Johnson, a sophomore from El
Paso, who finished the ~eason
with a 3-7 record. At 126 will be
Roy Devore, a freshman, who
The UNM Intramural All-Star
finished with a 9-6 record.
basketball team won a four-team
Another freshman, David
tournament last weekend by
Romero, will start at 134 after a
beating the College of Santa Fe,
5-9-1 record this season while Bob
73-70, in the first round and
Kelly will man the 142 pound
knocking off New Mexico Tech,
post. Kelly is a junior and finished
101-83, in the championships.
the season with a 3-4 record.
The tournament, held in
At 150 will be Mike Leibee
Socorro, was sponsored by N.M.
with Fred Paynter at 158. Leibee
Tech's intramural department.
is a sophomore from Los Alamos,
The University of Albuquerque
and had a 1·8 mark while Paynter
completed the field.
is a junior from Belen, and
In the first game against Santa
finished with an 11-6·1 record ..
Fe, the UNM squad battled back

For th~ first time since the
season of 1965-66 the UNM
swimming squad will go into the
WAC championships with a real
chance of coming away with top
honors.
Coach John Mechem's Lobo
swimmers finished their regular
season with a 9-1 dual meet
record losing only to WAC
·favorite Colorado State. Their
won-lost mark was the best since
1964-65 when UNM was 13-1 and
finished second in the
championships, and they should
be in top shape when they travel
to Provo, Utah for the three day
event starting Thursday,
The Lobos also finished second
in 1963-64 and 1965-66 but since
then have been able to manage
only a fourth place and that was
last year. But this year things
could be different as UNM boasts
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SCHWINN V ARSITY'l SPORT

0

0

10 speed
derailleur gears

92.95

Sports style
handlebars

• Duala.Position
caliper broke

fevers

• Twin-Stik'" gearshift controls

COME IN

FOR A TEST
RIDE

Law School

Championship in the bag and a
chance to bt• the national
champions.
New Mexico is now 10-0 in
dual competition against WAC
teams and is a strong favorite to
notch its 11th win over the
Wildcats. Arb:ona is a young team
and goes against the Lobos with a
5-6 st'ason record after losing to
the BYU Cougars 153.20 to
150A5 last wePlc.
Last week New Ml'xico
defeated Colorado State 160.65
to 154.00 while the Wildcats did

Basketball All-Stars Win
from an 18-point deficit to win.
In the finals, Ernie Jones stole
the spotlight as the former
Highland High School star poured
in 34 points. Pat Curran chipped
in with an 18-point effort whill'
John Stapleton had 16.
The victorious UNM team was
coached by Phill Monette.
The four schools plan to
continue the program with a
volleyball tournament to be held
in Santa Fe and a mushball
tournament for later this spring.
PHONE 247·4347
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HAS IT ... THE

the trick defeating CSU 156.30 to
154..15.
The Lobos have been turning
out outstanding performances all
season and have scored 161 points
or more in the last six mPets.
Sophomore Jon Aitken has been
all but unbeatable on the high bar.
In eight dual meets Aitkl'n has
averaged 9.518 and has been
defeated but once and that was by
his teammate Jim lvicek. In lh~
dual with CSU in Fort Collins
Ivicek seorNl 9.55 and Aitken
9.45.
'rhe threP·time WAG floor
exercise champion Stormy Eaton
has hPen pressed by teammatl'
Dana Shelley during the last
month. Eaton is averaging 9.355
in the event and his only two
losses have been to Shelley.
Shelley had a 9.4 and Eaton a 9.3
in the meet with Denvel' and then
against Southern Illinois Shellc>y
had a 9.5 and Eaton lied for
second with his lowest score of
the year, a 9.15,
Arizona Coach Jeff Bcnnon is
high on Wildcat junior Rich
Womack and all-around performer
Hemo Walters, a sophomore from
Farmington. In the win over CSU
Womack won the long horse with
a 9.6 and had a 9.5 against Utah.
Walters took all·around honors
against the Rams with a 51.15
score.

2)

FOUND:

INJUHED

},'EMALg

DOG,

mixed br('C{), tan with dark brown
JenthPr collar, about one y('ar old~ Picimd

up ncar Parmer's lllnrhet on Feb 28.
243-SG 12. 3/8.

LOST: l'HI DELTA THI<:TA FRATERN.
l'fY }lJN. Gt>n~rou.s re\'lo'ard otTered. 2774973 or 243-0066. 3/0

!.!EN-;s

FOUND:
TJllmX Wrist. Watch.
Call Thorn 290-6940 nftcr G pm. 3/6
LOST: GOLDEN RETHIEVER. mnlc,
purt,1e collar, 105 Sye::unorc N.E. No 1.
242-9031 nfter 6 pm. 3/9

3).

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: FEMALE STUDENT LIVE
IN, exchnn~Se for household duties. 2680198. 3/4

Vietnam Class
A class sponsored by Amistad
"On Vietnam will be held March 4,
7:30 p.m. in room 214, Mitchell
Hall. Topics include "the truth
about Vietnam" (Veterans
Against the War), and two
Vietnam veterans who will present
''factual information." All
students are invited to attend.

4)

FORSALE

1965 TRIUMPH HERALD Convertible.
$500. 264·4644, Ext. 60 or 298-7290.

l'APE HECORDER with

speakers nnd nce('SSorical cXcC'lJent condf~

tion. Call 277-4060 nfter 6. 3/5
BUCKSKIN PANTS, 20' W 30' L, newish,
be<tutilully rnttdc. $20. C11ll 277-4576.
3/5

Sebring Jlair
Design for Men

m:Jil:llli!JIII;uuuuuun:umulltllllll!lllllmmnmmumm:miiiiEIImlmmmmllmmm

coll<.>ge men in need of full time summer

employment. Avcmge earnings $600 Per
be willing to work out of state. Intervien'S wiU be beld nt Howard Johnson's,
midtown, at 3, 7, a.nd 0:30 pm. this
evening. Room 208. 3/4

MISCELLANEOUS

DON'T JUST STAND THBRB ! Do something! Help our students by tutoring
hmde suUjccts two hours a wc:clt. We
neffi you. Call ISRAD Basic Education,
2600 Central. 277-3Gll 3/16
BEAUTH'UL AQUARIAN PUPPIF..S,
Mother Shepard Alrffiale: father unknown rnidninht l'owboy. J{on.dy now, A.

299-6989. 3/8

SHARE YOUR. 'rALENT I Submit your
be:;t art Work, photography, poetry, fiction, and essays to the '£hunde.rbird
spring issue. Deadlin~ April 1, Room
205, Journalism Building, 3/5

Thursday, March 4
Intramural Recrt"ation Committee;
Union, room 231-C; 10 a.m.
Power Cells; Union, room 231-n;

STEREOS. These st<,reos lmve walnut
finish nnd HSR turntnblm and will sell
for $88 each. United I•'reight Sales,
3020 San Mateo. OJJen 0 !o 9. 2/5
CASA DE PAZ-Hnndcra!ts. 624ll 4th
N.W., Lcather-Clothca-Potwry-Cnn·
dies -dcweJry-Weav-ing-Pnintinga -Prlnts--scuh>ture-Snntoo nnd more, nil
by Albuquerque crnftsmen. 3/4
1970 HONDA SI.3ll0 IIIOTOCROSS, 4000

Popejoy Visiting Professor; Union
Lounge; 3 p.m.
ASUNM; Union, room 250·E; 4 p.m.
Grunma Sigma Siginat Union, room
231-D; 6! 30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization;
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
ATM: Union, room 250-A; 7:30
p.m.
Filnl Commitl<'e Lecture; Union
Theater; 7:30p.m.
Bahai Student Association; Union,
room 250-D; 8 p.m.
Circle K; Union, N. Ballroom
Lounge; 9:15p.m.

For l\ len or\ Vomcn
C•'or Appoinlmc11 t· C;rll

THE MEETING PLACE

:l'j)·OJ (i(J

PHONE 247·4347
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EMPLOYMENT

CONSIDim!N{l ALASKA! A•cutntc, oom•

JltC'ltcnoiV<! hrorhut·t~ nhout DliPorlunitiru
irt t~onatruction, oil~ fishimr nnd rnnn~rit"s, ol.lwra. Send $2,00 (~lll:ih or money

i'

GODARD

~

el/t:Jnci

~~sympathy for tlie Devil (I+1)"
"A song of revolution
unlike any that's ever been sung, ..
sheer genius."
-Morgenstern, NEWSWEEK

March 5th and 6th
At 6:00, H:OO, and !O:OOpm
In The SUB Theater
$1.00 with ID
ASUNM Film Committee

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
'TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING----

....

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PlACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

otder••Tob" In Alnsl<n, 1'.0. Box 1565,
AndwrM!e, Alusl"' 1111601, 3/11

r;<;o.J C~·ulml A1·c. S.E.
(1 Il/k, E:rst of San J~1atco)
NEW MEXICO LOll()

March 7th in the SUB Theater 6:00, 8:00, and 10:00 PM

30 PORTADI.E TV's. $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming N.E. 265·6087. 3/5
g NEW ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINES
with full factory gunrnnte<'. Nationally
advertized brnnd lo be sold for ~ZII <!nch.
Mon!hly pnyrn~nta nvnilnbb tJnited
l!'rolrrht Sales, 31120 San Mateo, open 0
i.o 9, 2/4

(

No Nets, Gels, Laqucr
Spra~·s, II cat, or Other
Sissy l'u t Ons

"IN THE EPICENTER OF THE REVOLUTION. , ," TIME

I

rack, other cxtrns. $690 ncgotinblc. Offer
expires March 4. Cnll 206-0620 nf!cr 8
P.l\1. 3/4

Ii

I

SIGHT & SOUND

noon.

nli]m, C!i\Ccllcnt COndftiort. Red,. )U(:fgllgf.'!

. +
"·'~
~
.(r~~
~)'''~
.;;;J~ ~. .~" ~ ~. . . ~\...;.. ~ ~•.,J!~
~

"THE ONLY TRUE MILITANT FILM IN CANNES ... "

3/12

S 0 N Y-230

Expert Long I Iair Design

A MAOIST MINI·WESTERN

fli!UIII!UIIIII!IIP.flllll!lllllllllillllllllfiiJiliUIIUIIJI/IIIIIIIITIIIP.UIIilflllllr.liiUiilllllllllllllll

FORRENT

FURNISHED APARTMENTS FOR
RENT. Utilities pn!d. Cochiti, S.E. Call
296-1073 nfter 5: 30 p.m. 3/6
HALF BLOCK TO tJNl\1-Piush nw one·
bedroom rurnished npnrtmehta, nvailnblc,
March 20-Aprll 1-twin or double bcds$135 includes utilities, 141 Columbia
S.E., 266·3n56. 3/31

A NEW FILM BY JEAN-LUG GODARD

$1.00 with ID ASUNM Film Committee

SUllllllER EMPLOYMENT. Looking for

,T o'eph,

the
east

Rugby

Calling U

7)

'Wind
"frolll

Lobo Goof

FULL TIME, PART TIME. Telephone
snlc, salary or commission. 266-4208, Art
Johnson. 3/3

month. :Must hnve entire .summer !rcac nnd

scholarships."
Marilyn Cothren of University
Vending Machines said "The
percentage is based on a step
method, where the amount of
goods sold determines the amount
contributed. Since the company
has only recently gotten the
franchise with UNM, the first
check has not yet been presented.

The flickerball clinic, March 4
and 5 in Johnson Gym room 160
will pay $3 to those attending,
instead of charging $3.

LOOKING FOR A GU'T? 'fry handoratted
sterling jewelry, Randy, 298·8370. 3/10
EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE, tailored
to your needs, Jim Brand. 2li6-4367. 3/8
LEATHER, SANDALS AND CLOTHES
custom made. Phone 243·4614. Lowe;t
Prices. 2/11

•

FIRST AND GOlD SW

LOST&FOUND

I.IWI HELL HOTTOII! JEANS. You need
£'ln. He have 'em. Lobo Men~s Shop, 2120
Ccnlrnl S.E. 243·6084. 3/10

FIRST QUALTY
All WAYS

DOWNTOWN

6)

AGORA STUDEN'r TO STUDENT
HELP. Open 24 hours n day, 7 days n
week .. Come in to the northwest corner
of Mroa Vista, or call 277-3013. 3/6
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following dn}'.

Zimmerman Library is just
another way of saying pot-luck.

SPORTSCOATS
• TOP-POCKET
SLACKS
• WESTERN SHIRTS
• WIDE BELTS
• BOOTS
• STETSON HATS
• SCARVES
• TIES and
•
•

If:'''' t

PERSONALS

PARTY-FRIDAY at 266-6392. 3/4
INSURlltoUNTABLE PROBLEMS . . .
AREN'T. AGORA ••• 24 Hours n Day,
northwest oorner or lllcsa. Visto. 2773013. 3/8

5)

WESTERN LOOK

more •

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: .Toumaliam Bn!ldlnl!', Roam
mnm ($1.40) per time nm. If ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
ran five or more consecutive dan with
no changes the rnto is reduced to 5c
Claaslfled AdvertisinR"
per word and the minimum number or
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pannent mDOt be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

Moon Look
The UNM campus observatory
will offer a closeup look at the
moon during its weekly open
house March 4, from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. Admission is free and open.
to the general public each
Thursday, weather permitting.
Children under 12 should be
accompanied by an adult, !i'he
observatory is located on the
south fringe of the UNM north
golf course. Parking for the open
house is in the physics and
astronomy lots at the corner of
Lomas and Yale N.E.

A percentage of the profits
made from the sales of soft drinks
and candy in campus vending
machines will he contributed to
UNM for a scholarship fund,
"The money from this fund
will be used mainly for needy
students," said Lavon McDonald,
assistant director of student aids.
"Although some of the funds will
be used for academic

A round-robin rugby
tournament sponsored by the
UNM rugby team, will be held this
weekend at Johnson Gym field.
University of Arizona, Phoenix,
and Austin, Tex. clubs will join
the UNM team in the tourney.
Games begin Saturday at 11 a.m.
noon, 2:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
and on Sunday at 10 and 11 a.m.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Lobo Gymnasts, Three Seniors
Last Albuquerque Competition

X)

African Studies

The Mexican - American Law
Universities in Ghana and
Students Assn. will hold a Nigeria will be. the sites for the
two-day conference for minority fourth consecutive African
group students on March 5·6 in Studies program sponsored by the
the Union; room 250-C. American Forum.
Graduates and undergraduates are
The program, which will begin
invited to discuss the study of July 3 and end Aug. 5, will carry
law, admission to law school and six academic credits from the
related topiC's with minority group University of Massachusetts, have
students from the UNM School of 60-7 5 hours of lectures, and will
Law. The Conference will be from include field study trips to
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on March 5, and Kumasi, Elmina, Tema and other
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on March historical sites.
6.
In addition to university based
Gottschalk Rap
programs, the Forum will also
A "rap session" for students sponsor a six country West
with Louis Gottschalk, visiting African
cultural tour to Senegal
Popejoy professor at UNM, will be
Liberia, the Ivory Coast Ghana'
held March 4, at 3 p.m. in the Dahomey and Nigeria.
'
'
Esther Thompson Lounge of the
Information
may
be
obtained
Union.
by writing Dl·. Melvin Drimmer,
Spring Celebration
86 Forsyth St. N.W., Atlanta, Ga.
Organization of the Spring 30303,
Celebration will be discussed at a
meeting March 4, at 4 p.m. in
Union room 250-E. Anyone
Radio Club
interested in music, dance, drama,
The UNM Amateur Radio Club
life, celebration and planting trees will hold its regular meeting
is welcome. Spring Celebration March 4 in Farris Engineering
will be held the first day of spring, Center, room 143-A, 7 p.m.
Sunday, March 21, from 5:40 Anyone who is interested in the
a.m. to 6:19p.m.
club but cannot attend the
meeting
may call Dave McConkey
Student Aids
at
268·9460
or Doyle Bain Jr. at
The student aids office is 298-5168. Topics
at the meeting
accepting applicants for student
will
include
the
DX
contest and
loans up to $500 for the summer the progress on phone
patching
session. Deadline is April15.
efforts.

Senters

a grinderto fill the void

Scholarship Fund to Get Profits
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editorial

Con1mittee
vs.
The People
u

Yesterday the Senate Public
Affairs Committee voted 8-1 to
report out of committee without
recommendation a measure designed
to exempt state res~dents from being
drafted to fight in an undeclru·ed
war.
Sen. Alex Martinez (D-Santa Fe)

assured the packed and tense gallery
that reporting the bill out without
recommendation was not an attempt
to kill the measure, but merely a
move to allow the entire Senate
body to debate the bill on the floor,
The fact anyone could have
debated the bill on the floor even if
it had received the "do pass"
recommendation its sponsors sought
did not deter the committee
members in the slightest from their
single-minded determination to
ignore the obvious wishes of their
own constituents:
Because they did ignore their own
constituents.
Sen. Emmett Hart (D-Quay), one
of the bill's three sponsors, had a list
of 19 people wanting to testify in
favor of the exemption measure. Out
of the large crowd in the gallery and
on the Senate floor, not one person
came forward to speak against the
bilL And most eloquent of all, Hart
received an undetermined number of
letters and telegrams in support of
his measure-but not one against.
. The witnesses and spectators at

the hearing were a 3trange blend, ~t
least for this particular time in this
country. Every segment was
represented and they were all
working together-the rich, the poor,
ethnic groups, lawyers, farmers,
Vietnam veterans, the young and the
old. All were working toward a
common goal-that of preventing the
state's young men from having to
fight in a war Congress has never
seen fit to declare and President after
President has vowed to end.
But with no end in sight, the
people, regardless of political
affiliation, belief on other issues, or
even attitudes toward each other,
decided to do something.
One father whose son died in
Vietnam three months ago told the
committee: "It's too late for me. It's
too late for my boy. But it's not too
late for other boys."
The people have made their
opinion on the issue known, Now it
is time for the legislators to vote the
conscience of their own constituents
rather than political expediency.
Sue Major

No One Was Injured In The Bomb Blast Which Shook
The U.S. Capitol, Except, Of Course, ....

~.

By EUGENE V. RISHER
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Several
years ago correspondents in
Southeast Asia used to sit around
and muse about the best way to end
the American involvement in
Vietnam.
One of the most popular scenarios
went something like this:
Pick a highly esteemed and
patriotic South Vietnamese leader
and throw him into jail for a few
months to sharpen his sense of
outrage. Then send him into exile to
Paris or somewhere in the west
where he can give vent to his
anti-Americanism. Then popularize
'1is concept of South Vietnam's
destiny. He might even be allowed to
make campus tours and lecture tours
in the United States.
In a short while, then, he would
return horne on a wave of
nationalism as the embodiment of
South Vietnam's pride and purpose
and the instrument for achieving its
aspirations.
London_ would be a good place
for exile, the argument went,
because the British have been using
the system for years. It was pointed
out, with only slight exaggeration,
that most of the leaders of the
Commonwealth had been in jail or in
disrepute before attaining their
current eminence.
And after all, the only thing the
United States really hoped to achieve
in South Vietnam was creation of a
national leader who could unite the
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commentary

Finding a Way
Out of Vietnam
diverse factions of his fractured little
country to a political force strong
enough to counter the Communism
of Ho Chi Minh.
The fighting in this war is not for
territory. Terrain has only a very
transitory value. The aim of all the
bombing, search and destroy
missions, helicopter landing forces
and riverine battles in the Mekong is
to win the allegiance of the
peasant-not for America-but for a
government in Saigon which could
merge the disparate interests of the
people and impress on them a sense
of nation.
The battles are the negative
aspects of the struggle. And they are
necessary to eliminate the disruptive
actions of the Viet Cong in order to

provide security and get on with the
positive aspects of nation building.
But corruption is as much of a
disruption as lack of security.
So, influenced perhaps by the
oriental fondness for intrigue, the
newsmen, joined occasionally by
junior diplomats, would sit in a little
restaurant off Saigon's Tu Do Street
and plot under the bemused gaze of
its proprietor, a former South
Vietnamese general who fell victim
to a coup.
Underlying all the &ehemes was
the premise that friendly neutrality
was the best wish for Saigon-and
the United States.
The thought was not of defeating
Communism in South Vietnam but
of reaching an accommodation.

()1/1 3 [f VJ

Letters

u:Jr:-No
Recommendation
Report'
Pleases
Hart
I

Homosexual Oppression
To the Editor:
A letter in Tuesday's Lobo
complains of the funding of Gay
Liberation by the ASUNM Senate.
The authors of the letter, if we
understand them correctly, state that
they themselves are not actually
opposed to the homosexual pursuing
his or her own way of li42, but they
object to the funding voted for the
cause of Gay Liberation,
Our answer is very simply this:
Not everyone has such a tolerant,
open, understanding attitude toward
homosexuality and bisexuality. The
homosexual is in fact an oppressed
minority. For centuries the various
churches condemned all forms of
sexual variations; we homosexuals
were burned at the stake as sorcerers
or witches.
Often our compatriots were
subject to beatings, castration or
brutal "cures" designed to change us
and make us conform. In many areas
similar persecutions still continue.
Last year Iluey Newton noted
that the homosexual is perhaps the
most oppressed person in this
country; we agree, although we do
not minimize the extent of
oppression suffered by women as
women, by Native Americans,
Chicanos, blacks and oher third
world peoples. Laws in 48 states still
make homosexual acts illegal; if we
declare our homosexuality, we are
not able to hold civil service jobs or
get security clearances and we are
automatically excluded from the
military.
All of this establishes one point:
homosexuals (and bisexuals) are
seriously diseriminated against in this
sexually repressive society. Those of
us who are working in Gay
Liberation are not simply hedonists
"doing our thing" on liberally
· appropriated funds; the fact is, we
are fighting for our freedom. We ru·e
insisting on the rights we are entitled
to. Our struggle is part of the
common struggle of all oppressed
minority groups and individuals.
Power to the people!
For Gay Liberation: Dan Butler,
Gail Phillips, Beth O'Sullivan, David
Davis and Scott Beaven

Extreme actions breed extreme
reactions. You might win but you
also stand a chance of losing. So why
do either?
And anyway, who said the best
defense against Communism is
anti-Communism?
'!'his concept of neutrality appears
to be out of the window now-if,
indeed, it never was in.
Indications are mounting that the
White House once again is
envisioning a permanent
anti-Communist regime in Saigon
which would additionally be the
mainstay of anti-Communist forces
throughout Indochina.
In his foreign policy review last
week, President Nixon emphasized
he would furnish air and logistics
support in Southeast Asia after U.S.
ground forces leave and he spoke
with confidence of South Vietnam's
chances to thrive rather than merely
survive with this diminishing
American help.
As a further indication of his
confidence that the Saigon regime is
not a paper tiger, White House aides
point to the cun·ent operation in
Laos. The defeat. of the South
Vietnamese forces there now would
surely spotlight the futility of the
Vietnamization program before it
·runs its course and American troops
are out.
And the President surely would
not have risked this move if he were
not confident of his ground.

,-
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Sponsor Says Chances 'Very Good' for Saturday Debate
Sen. 'Emmett Hart (D-Quay) major commitments of the lives of
said yesterday he is "very our youth being made through the
pleased" with the no working of clandestine federal
recommendation report given to agencies."
the war exemption bill Wednesday
The Issues Committee of the
by the Senate Public Affairs Bernalillo County Democratic
Committee.
organization voted unanimously
Senate Bill 330 exempts New
to support Hart's bill.
Mexico draftees from serving in an
undeclared war, and orders the
state attorney general to represent
any resident who refuses to serve
in an undeclared war.
The no recommendation report
The GSA Cabinet yesterday
was accepted yesterday hy the
passed
a resolution asking the
Senate, and Hart now expects the
bill to be debated on the floor New Mexico Senate to pass a
eithet· Saturday or Monday. He measure which would exempt
said chances are "very good" the New Mexicans from being drafted
bill will come up Saturday if the to fight in an undeclared war.
The war exemption measure
Senate can clear its agenda in
was reported out of committee
time.
Rudy Ortiz, Bernalillo County Wednesday without
Democratic chairman, said in a reC'ommendation, and now must
statement yesl!miay he supports be heard on the Senate floor. No
Bill 330. Th(' bill, he said, final date has bPI'n set for the
"presents an ideal opportunity for hearing, but it is expectt•d to be
the Democratic majority in the eith<:>r Saturday or Monday.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
Senate to transfer their 1970
said
he anticipates many students
platform from words into fact."
Ortiz was referring to a section will be in Santa Fe when the
of the 1970 state Democratic hearing is held and he hoped
platform which reads, "The faculty members would be
government of this country "sympathetic and understanding
should be held to the to students who might be away
Constitutional mandate that war for that purpose."
"This is what my attitude
shall be made only on t.he
declaration of Congress. We would be if I were a faculty
cannot tolerate the policy of member," Heady said, but he

Senate Bill 330 would force a
court decision as to whether or
not the President has the right to
send troops to an overseas conflict
which has not been declared a war
by Congress. 330 is based on a
Massachusetts bill.
In the Public Affairs

Committee hearings, a committee
member said he felt the bill would
require extra personnel in the
attorney general's office and an
allocation to cover court costs.
But Attorney General David
Norvell, in a statement issued
yesterday, said, "I cannot envision

that such a workload would
require the hiring of additional
personnel. In fact, the bill would
seem to authorize a form of class
action and could be disposed of
by the filing of only one law
suit."
Norvell said he intended to
testify before the committee
Wednesday about the attorney
general.'s role in the bill, but could
not because of rescheduling of
another, hearing. He said
yesterday, "I believe this office
Barboa (D-Bern.).
could enforce the provisions
Barboa, a member of the without a great deal of
Senate committee, Wednesday difficulty."
said the Indochina War was "a
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon is
Republican, not a Democratic expected to release a statement
war." He also pointed out 70 supporting the bill sometime
percent of the draftees in the state today. During the Public Affairs
and 67 p(•rcent of the state's war Committee hearings Wednesday,
d(•ad are from minority groups.
Mondragon said, "Ending this war
ASUNM President Eric Nelson (in Vietnam) is the first stop
called the measure "a vitally toward bringing the p<~ople
important stand to take. It would together." He said h!' suppurted
free th<' overbut·dened N!'w the bill, but did not repres<'nt the
Mexico youth from an illegal war." administration, only "a certain
A car caravan for interested segment of the population of New
students will organize in front of Mexico."
Johnson Gym at 9 a.m. Saturday,
The archbishop of the Santa Fe
the day ASUNM officials diocese is expected to issue a
anticipate the Senate will hear the statement supporting Hart's bill
bill.
sometime today.
Students wishing to volunteer
Although 12 people came
to take people to Santa Fe may forward in support of the bill at
sign up in the Union lobby. For the Public Affairs Committee
further information, call hearing, no one came forward to
277-5520.
_.....,
oppose this measure.

GSA Cabinet Backs Exemption Bill
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added he would not issue a
directive to faculty members to
automatically excuse students,
nor did he plan to declare a
moratorium on classes.
"I am on record as being
opposed to the Vietnam War. I'm
not too optimistic about what this
bill would accomplish as to ending
the war, but if I WPI'e a legislator,
I wmdd vote for it," he said.
Third-year law student Lou
Marjon, who attended the Senate
Publi<: Affairs Committee hearings
on the bill this week, said the
measure did not have a chance
when it was first introduced.
He said the report without
recommendation "pragmatically,
is a minor victory. Idealistically it
was a disgrace."
Marjon said he thought the bill
was not given a recommendation
because of "the injection of a
political element" by Sen. Eddie
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Troop Withdrawal Proceeds on Schedule

Nixon: Vietnamization

'S uccess '

-:r..-~___,.

troops fighting in South Vietnam.
But he said that "I'm not going
to speculate on what position"
Thieu might take in the future.
The President said he has
promised on several occasions in
the past that he would order use
of American air strikes over North
Vietnam if there were attacks on
' ' T h i s means our American reconnaisance planes or
Vietnamization program is a if increased infiltration from the
success and can continue on north endangered U.S. troop
schedule and even altead of withdrawals, The President said he
schedule," Nixon told a news had ordered such strikes in the
conference from the White House. past and would order them again
Nixon said South Vietnamese in the future if necessary.
Nixon was asked whether the
had proved themseves superior to
United
States might have to keep
North Vietnamese forces in Laos.
He quoted Gen. Creighton W. a force of from 50,000 to
Abrams, the U.S. commander in 100,000 troops in Vietnam
Vietnam, that the South through the next presidential
Vietnamese "by themselves can., election in 1972.
He replied that. total American
hack it."
withdrawal would depend on the
The President also ruled out- freeing of all U.S. prisoners of
for the time being- any use of war.
U.S. air power to support a South
"We are for a total withdrawal
Vietnamese invasion of the north. on a mutual basis," the President
"No such plan is under said. "But as long as American
consideration in this prisoners of war, which number
government," he said.
1600, are being held in North
Vietnam jails, we will' have to
Nixon noted that South
maintain a residual force.
Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
"Our goal is to get all American
Thieu has said twice in recent
soldiers
out of Vietnam as quickly
days that such a move north
as possible," Nixon said.
might be necessary if the Hanoi
Asked about the reported
government continued to keep its

WASHINGTON (UPI)President Nixon said Thursday
night the South Vietnamese
operation in Southern Laos has
gone well and assured that
American troop withdrawals from
Vietnam can proceed on schedule
or ahead of schedule.
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Contrary

A rubber plant with its own
ideas of growth patterns winds its
way toward the ceiling of the
second floor of the Union.

introduction of mobile
anti-aircraft missiles into Laos by
the Communists, Nixon said the
development was to be expected
and "is not unusually alarming."
He said the allies were prepared
to take "effective action" against
the anti-aircraft missiles, but that
"it will not be tit for tat." He did
not elaborate.
Discussing the possible invasion
of North Vietnam by South
Vietnamese forces, Nixon said. "I
can say that no such plan has ever
been suggested by President Thieu
to us, none has been considered
and none is under consideration,"
Nixon replied.
The President said he would
never use U.S. airpower in North
Vietnam just to help the South
Vietnamese. "The test will always
be . . . whether ot· not N!M!!~
Vietnamese activities are
endangering the American forces
as we continue to withdraw," he
said. "It is then and only then
that we would use American
airpower."
On the MidEast, the President
said the United States would not
impose any kind of Arab-Israeli
peace settlement. He said
considerable progress had been-made in negotiations during the
seven months since the first
ceasefire went into effect.

United States Urges Egypt Exercise Patience in MidEast
MIDEAST (UPI) - 'l'hl' United
MidEast peace negotiations and
States has Uq(<)d Egypt to PXercise to call for an extension of t.he
patience and l'Psiraint while cease-fir<' as Thursday's secret
Washington seeks to persuad<' meeting of the Big Four pow!'rs
Israel to ease its hardlint• got tllldNway.
no·withdrawal policy in the
Isra~l lodg!'d its fuurth
MidEast, political sourcc's in Cairo
complnint in six days with the
report.Nl Thursday.·
United Nations against Egyptian
The curn•Jd. Arab- IsrMii · l'~connaissanct' flights across tht•
cease-fire is sclwdulc>d to t•xpire Sut'Y. Canal ceas~·fire line. A 'l't•l
Sunday and buth sid(~S are Aviv spokesman said two Sovi!'treport.ed to have plac~<·d their built Sukhoi-7 jet fighterarmNl fot'e<~s on full batt!<' alert. bombers flew ovt~r Uw Cl'ttlral
s!'dor during tltt• day in violation
In N ~w York, U.N. Secretary of eeas<' · fire agre(•nwnts.
GI'!WJ'al U 'l'hant rr>fused U.R.
AnothN Israeli spolwsman said
rcq U<'sts to isstH' a report on the

Friday, March 5, 1971.

Arab Guenillas fired Soviet·
made Katyusha rockets at a house
in the village of Masaada in the
occupied Golan Heights of Syria
during the night. He made no
mention of casualliPs or
countN·fire.
Pal(•stinian sources in Cairo said
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
was so angered by the deadlock in
the peace talks that h<> had agreed
to resume financial and military
support for guerrillas operating in
the occupi('d Ga:r.a Strip- -Israel's
most troublesomE' area.
Sadat met tor more t.lum five

hours with his top military and
political leaders to discuss
whether to accept another
extension of the cease·fire.
Diplomatic sources in London
said soundings in Cairo and
Jerusalem indicated neither side
was likely to resume the fighting
immediately even if there were nc)
formal extension. But they said
the big four was anxious for an
agreed arrangement and was
seeking a facP - saving means of
extending the ceas(! - fire and
prolonging the peace talks under
U.N. mediator Gunnar V. Jan·ing
in New York.

The talks have bogged down
over Egypt's demand for a
promise from Israel to withdraw
from all Arab territory occupied
during the 1967 war and IsraPI's
refusal to give any such
commitment in advance of peace
negotiations.
The Cairo political sources said
U.S. Secretary of State William P.
Rogers in a message to Egyptian
fot·eign minister Mahmoud Riad
earlier this Week "specifically
vowed to persuade Israel into
revising its policy and asked Egypt
to show patience and restraint
while that is bt>ir,g don<·.'~

